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.Sports: Lewis Colf~ge .
defeats the Rivermen in
the conference tourney.
Seepage 3.

A&E: Is Mell Gibson wo.r th
a IK ing's .Ransom?
See page 5.
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Administrators recommend, defend student fee increases
Acadelnic
Year

'97-'98

THE ESCALATION OF STUDENT FEES
(COST PER CREDIT HOUR)

Athletics

Recreation

$6.88

$2.18

$6.23

$1.86

Health Service

$7.50*

U-Center

$3.54

F
E
E
S

'96-'97

by Scott Lamar
editor in chief

$6.00*

$3.43
*

Not included in this chart are the student
service fee and the student activity fee. The
student service fee wiU climb from 25 cents to

. 35 cents. The student activity fee has not yet
been determined. Each fee is charged by the
credit hour except for the health service fee.

e Arts Building draws
undreds for open house
Complete withhors ' dourves,jazz
ano and the presence of the ChanJlor, the Fine Arts Building opened
grand fashion TIlUrsday ev ning as
Il1dreds turned o ut to celebrate
lU[sday evening the opening of the
,wl y rem odeled fac ility .
A num l)er f potential tT;yJsfer:
lde nts were on hand to tour the
cility and meet the fac ulty .

"I'm here just to look around and
see in think I might like to finish my
degree at UM-St. Louis," said Raleigh Freeman, who is currently enrolled at Florissant Valley Communi ty College.
Advis ors on hand from the College of At:ts. & Sc ·en<;es. c nsulted
w ith transfers and ne w students in the
Art program .

photo: Doug Harrison

Barbara Saven shows off her artwork to her husband Sidney.

The building itself, part of the
now-closed Cardinal Newman College campus, was purchased in 1995
for $401,450, according to the UMSt. Louis Real Estate Reports.
Its exterior was refurbished, and
its interior was totally redesigned by
an archit~ctural fir:m in consultation
withmember o f the Art Department.
The Fine Arts building has 15
versatile classrooms. The graphic arts
classroom has 10 Power Macintosh
terminals and is the lastest in technology for that field. The building also
has a dark room.
Barbara Savan, an art student,
said the new faculty is very conducive to her development as a painter.
"I have my area of work where I
can display my painting," Savan said.
"This is all my space," indicating
the porti on of the room allocated
for her.
Students' and faculty's featuring exhibits, paintings, photographs, graphic arts, and sculpture
line the walls. Each piece is designated by title, artist name and a
brief description of the exhibit.
The building is home to the
Bachelor of Fine Arts degree program, new to the University this
semester. It is contained almost
exclusively in the Fine Arts Building.
Pending approval from the state
higher education authorities, a Masters of Fine Arts program will be
implemented in the fall.

University officials presented
their fee recommendations for the
1997 -98 academic year to the student
assembly for its approval.
The fees are used to fund the
athletic department, recreational
sports and Student Activities.
Lowe "Sandy" . MacLean, vice
chancellor of Student Affairs, said he
does not make any fee recommendations without first getting feedback
from the students.
"I have never made this fee rec. ommendation without representation
from the student government,"
MacLean said .
The recommended increase of
17.2 percent in the recreation fee was
the highest. The fee, currently at
$1.86, would climb to $2.18.

photo: Ashley Cook

icott Decker, chair of the criminal justice department
esearched St. Louis gangs for three years.

Scott Decker, head of the criminology department, and Barrick Van
Winkle, recently published their book,
"Life in the Gang: Family, Friends,
and Violence." The bool:;. is the result
of three years of research from 1990
to 1992 and the first of its type to
exclusively examine St. Louis gangs.
"Life in the Gang: Family,
Friends, and Violence" is the story of
men and women in gangs, their lives
and their families. It also looks at the
historical evolution of gangs, dating
back to the 18905, in approximately
the same neighborhoods as today.
According to Decker, the gangs are
primarily in North side suburbs such
as Pine1awn, Wellston, Jennings and
Hazel wood. Gang members also have
relationships with other members in
St. Charles County, Franklin,
Jefferson and South St. Louis Counties .
"Our project was 'designed to
study processes, relationships and
interaction among gangmembersa.nd

see Fees, page 10

No st(r)anger to a good time

AI Stanger entertains passers-by in front of Clark Hall with his unorthodox style of juggling.

Professor studies life in St. Louis gangs
by Jennifer Lynn
of The Current staff

"If we don 'It have (his iflcrease ,
we'll haye to take funds from the
men's side or the program and move
it to the womeR's." Dolam said. ·And
I don·t believe Ithere is a wj nner in
that situali'on."
Rick Blanton, interim diree-tor of
Student Activities, said he would ask
for an 11 ce nt increase in the University Center fee, a 3.2 percent change '
over last year's fee of $3.43 .
"I am happy to report to you that
through expert management and all
th ose other things that reflect credibly on me that we are abJe to hold the
in crease next year by the rate of int1ation, " Blanton said jokingly.
SGA President Bob Fritchey srud
he would recommend that the student
sen·ices fee, currently at 25 ·c·ents,
irrcrease to 35 cents. He said the in-

Athletic Director Pat Dolan said
the majority of the income from this
fee is used to maintain the MarkTwain
Building.
David Friedrichs, SGA treasurer.
asked if this increase was sufficient.
"There are hol es in the racquetball
courts bigger than racquetballs and
the hot tubs haven 't worked as long
as I've gone to sc hool here."
Although Dolan said that keepup of the facility is a top priority, she
hinted that an overburdened maintenance crew face a backlog' of repairs.
Particularly in a building that is subject to the wear and tear of thousands
of students and faculty .
Dolan also defended raising the
athletic fee from $6.23 to $6.88 , an
increase of 10.3 percent. She said a
good porti on of the increase would
go toward the women's programs to
help achieve "gender equality."

, Inside

HViolence is a key defining feature. It was a
constant topic whether they engaged or were
victims. "
. .
,.Scott Decker, cnmlnology professor.
their gang, other social institutions
like family, school , the labor market
and neighborhood group," Decker
said. "In particular, our project interviewed parents and tried to find out
the relationship between gang members and their families, whether their
families knew and what impact that
knowledge had in the relationship."
The project was. funded in 1990
by the Department of Health and
Human Services. Decker and Van
Winkle interviewed 99 active gang
members and 24 family members. In
1993 , after the project was completed,
11 of the 99 gang members had been
killed; two were serving life sentences, and two were confined to
wheelchairs. Since it was difficult to
contact all 99 participants, the mOftality rate is probably significantly

higher, Decker said.
"Violence is a key defining feature. It was a constant topic whether
they engaged or were victims ,"
Decker said. "Many men and women
leave gangs primarily because of exposure to violence." Twenty-four
members who participated in the
project left the gang of their own will.
Some members left not only as a
result of violence, but because they
aged out when they turned 21. Ac- •
cording to Decker, the average age of
an active gang member is 17, the
youngest around 14 and the oldest
29.
Decker and Van Winkle found in
their three years of research that drugs
were a part of the gang, but more drug

see Gangs, page 10

Vanna Paoli was
here to promote her
film, "La Casa
Rosa."
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by Doug Harrison
managing editor

by Scott Lamar.
editor in chief·
It was about 2.#.m. one warm sunny day
when I boarded the Metrolink with my brand
new student ID. Unlike myoId student ID,
which had been through a few spins in the
washing machine
and was showing
signs of age, this one
looked just like me.
I was headed
southbound toward
Union Station. I had
some papers to drop
off at a company
with whom the
. newspaper does
business. The train was practically empty. The
hum of the cars gliding across the tracks was all
that was audible. I was pleased as I could relax
and reflect with no annoying distractions.
At the Rock Road station, a Metrolink cop
hopped on board. He had a belt and a holster
simi]ar to that of a real police officer, except all
he carried was radio and a notepad.
He asked me for a ticket so I flashed him my
shiny new card. He stared at it for a moment, .
glanced up at me, and then handed it back with
a "hmmph" of approval.
He went on his way and my peaceful journey resumed until the conductor called out
''NEXT STOP, UNION STATION."
When I arrived at my destination, I quickly
handed off the documents, exchanged a few
pleasantries with some people I knew, and
jumped back onto the Metrolink to head back
toward UM-St. Louis .
The cars were a little more crowded than on
the trip south. It was a Friday so I suppose
people were sneaking out of work eady .
Everything was copasetic until the same
rent-a-cop approached me and asked for my
ticket.
As I am predisposed to be somewhat of a
smartass, I asked him, "Don't you know that r
just showed you my ill not 20 minutes ago?"
The police academy flunkie mumbled something about having 'to look at thousands of
people. He sure as hell dido 't on that day.
I showed him my ID again. And again, he
stared at it and then looked at me. This time,
however, the night-light came on in his head.
"Don't you know that you're supposed to
have a sticker to ride the Metrolink?"
Yeah, I knew, but I didn't ha ve time to go to
the Cashier' s office to get one. In fact, the
sticker from the previous semester was still
attached.
In an irritating, condescending tone, he explained that I would need to purchase a ticket.
I informed him thenot-good-enough-to-bea-prison guard that UM-St. Louis students ride
for free. I even had a copy of thenews paper and
showed him my smerky mug on page 2.
The asshole, barely a notch above a hall
monitor on the authority chain , either wasn't
sold or didn't care. I was thrown off the train at
the Grand station and given a ticket for my
crime against society.
Unfortunately, stowaways on the Metrolink
can't mail in their fines, they have to appear
before a judge.
Fast forward two months to a cold, rainy
morning downtown . I was the defendant on
trial for attempting to cheat the city of St.
Louis out of funds. Mom and Dad would be
proud .
Myself and 50 other deviants stood before
the judge. I observed the outcasts around me
and wondered who all they raped, robbed,
and/or killed .
As the judge went down the honor roll, I
was surprised that many of the miscreants
were in for the same reason-Metrolink tickets. The judge sounded like a child's wind-up
toy . "Do you have a valid UMSL ID?" she
said repeatedly. Some did, some didn't.
In any case, I'm glad that our courts are
taking so much time to address the stickerless
bandits that plague our city .
C'mon, let ' s lose the stickers. Perhaps
that will take some of the burden off of the
courts, give students one less thing to do, and
lighted the load off of that ambitious little
. rent-a-cop.
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Faculty and staff should pay up for use of Mark Twain
As annual hikes in student
fees become more and more the
topic of committee and assembly meetings, the illogical disparity between what students and
faculty are assessed for use of
the Mark Twaib Fitness and Athletic Center resurfaces and begs
the question: why does students'
use of that facility illicit an everincreasing per-credit-hour fee
while faculty and staff's use of it
costs the employees nothing?
Though student use of the
building exceeds that of the faculty and staff, employees' use of
the building nevertheless comprises a measurable portion of
the wear and tear to the facility.
To justhow much faculty wear
and tear amounts is unclear; the
Athletic Department does not

Counting all
the blessing~

electronically monitor faculty and
staff access to the building.
The elusive logic that rightfully
requires payment from students for
services rendered simultaneously and
senselessly does not see any reason
why culty and staff should pay for
their use of th; facilIty. This would be
all well and good if students were not
asked to pick up the tab for this perk.
In the coming fiscal year, the fee
that students pay to offset the operating cost of Mark Twain will be increased by 17.2 percent.
Pat Dolan, Athletic Director,
readily admits that the aging facility
is under terrific stress as the rapidly
expanding University population
takes advantage of the building. Yet
when questioned about the gaping
inequality between the $2.18 percredit-hour fee that students will pay

and the fat zero that faculty and
staff pay, Dolan warned that assessing too many charges may
discourage patronage to Mark
Twain.
This jaded, borderline elitist
perspective suggests that students
can be charged ad nauseam
whether they use the building or
not while faculty must be gingerly pandered to as if their fitness and physical well being is
somehow more precious than students'. Combine that with the free
access that immediate family members of faculty and staff are given to
MarkTwain and the whole process
wreaks of more administrative political underhandedness.
Let the employees pay up like
the rest of the poor folks if they want
to jog or lift or aerobicize.

I email your letter to:current@jinx.umsl.edu

Ask not what
The Current
can do for you.
Ask what you
can do for The
Current.

Have we stepped on your toes?
Okay.
Like what you read?
Good.

Let us know.And, hey! You'll
get your name on page 2.

Check out The
Current's home page at:
http://
www.umsl.eduJ
studentlifel
current.html

In light of the approaching holiday
cifically designed for the counting of bl
ings, I put together a few pre-Thanksgi
blessings of my own as I see them . U nfc
nately ,
every
blessing is tempered with a curse
and my compilation is no different.
" Blessings.
Blessings to Dan
Younger and whoever else is responsible for developing the new Fine Arts Building across the
at Rosedale and Florissant Roads . Recer
heard theChancellorraving about thefacil
newly remodeled and tastefully redesi
interior, and honestly, I dismissed he
marks as another inflated sales pitch f(
overpriced rehab. But after attendin!
building'S open house, lowe my apolog
the Chancellor; this place is really quite i
esting and lends an added measure of I,
macy and prestige to the new Bacheloroi
Arts (and soon-to-be Master of Fine
degree program it houses. If these prog
are as well designed as that building is im
sive, the University will have a definite
ner on its hands.
#@%$ Curses. Curses to the Univ,
Program Board which has yet to give u
reason to believe the paid directorship
productive decision. For the last n
straight, UPB has cancelled advertising
with The Current presumably for lack c
programming to advertise. I wish r cou
the Board is flat broke and therefore
afford the space. Butithas in excess of$6
even after it pays the heretofore ineff·
director. Hey over there. UPB doesn't
for the University's Pathetic Bank and I
a'wastin'. Since this semester has I
passed without any new programming
that mean we can expect a double-or-nl
- w ' te.r semester? If it's .nothing rathe
double, UPB owes students a big apolol
a fat refund for jipping them out of $7
"Blessings, Blessings to the Studen
ernment Association for having Pat I
athletic director, speak to the SGA Ass(
Her consummately professional discus:
defense of the hike in student activity fe
her department receives was impressive
out missing a beat she fielded questio
question from assembly reps who at
shamefully abused Dolan's presence tt
a myriad of personal axes with her (
ment. It was nice to see someone who
her stuff and sticks to it.
#%@$ Curses. But alas, curses t,
Assembly Chair Ben Ash for slovenly
ing the question-and-answer time with
to degenerate into liUle more than a
examination of her by bitter stude~
Assembly Chair, it was Ash's re£pon:
to reign in these rude representativ.
insure that the discussion retained its
Worse yet, the Chancellor was sitting
back of room waiting for over half an :
speak to students (itself a blessing or,
depending on how you look at it). I'm
dent that she now thinks far less of s11
ability to conduct adult proceedings an
mature decisions on substantive isst
wake up Ben. Nap time is over.
"Blessings and #% @$ Curses. It
is a blessing that the presidential elect
passed. Butits passing is an equal curs,
the innocent victims of its nearly ye
reign of terror are now left in the \
recuperate and recover from its mercill
geance. This wouldn't be so bad ifth.e
wouldn't take such a disheartening d
down every four years. Our choices f
ers seem to mock us more and mor
election day and taunt us every day th
as ifto say, "Now watch us flout your
and squander your money ."
Well, I guess that keeps us meek a
and I once read somewhere that "ble
meek, for they shall inherit the earth." G
1
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The

~olumn
a generic offering

by Jill Barrett
features editor
As anyone within hearing distance can tell you, I have been
~xperiencing relationship problems for the past couple of
nonths. To be more accurate, I
as experiencing such problems,
ut I guess a relationship has to
till exist for there to be difficules with it. Now I feel like 1've
covered from a long illness ing to figure out how I caught
and what damage my system
as suffered as a result. Most of
1, I'm trying to avoid being
posed to the same germs again.
Several days not too long ago,
prawled on the floor watching
'd-morning T.V., seeking aners to relationship problems.
'cki Lake, Jenny Jones, Gorn Elliot, Mantel Williams-I
atched them all, until finally, I
und hope.
On one of the talk shows,
ey were discussing a new book
lied The Rules or something
e that. It's basically a fantastilIy popular collection of what
do when dating.
A rulebook! I thought. Now
11 know about relationships! 1'11
ways know how to handle any
tuation . Why didn't anyone tell
e sooner?
And then I heard some of the
les the book contains. It's pretty
luch things like~ fixing your ~ake-up when the dinner check
bmes so that he'll pay, never
lling first and never seei ng him
ore than three times a week.
It sounds like game-playing
me, and I can't even win at a
me of Scrabble.
But I still liked the idea of a
e-book, so I'm beginning to
velop one.
It'll have rules that anyone
n follow, even me, Here are a
pIing of rules I've corne up
th:
.

photo: Shelley Satke

Vanna Paoli greets a guest as translator Gerry Hoff looks on.

by Jill Barrett
features editor
The fifth annual St. Louis Film
Festival invited directors and their
films from all over the world. Three
directors, of whom UM-St. Louis was
a supporting sponsor, made brief appearances at UM-St. Louis on
Wednesday, Nov . 6. Italian director
Vanna Paoli and Greek directors
Antonis Kokkinos and Pantel is
Voulgaris participated in informal
discussions with students and faculty. Each director also discussed their
films at the festival as pru1 of a panel
discussion entitled "Emerging EuroCinema."
Paoli's film, "La Casa Rosa," won
best film of the 1995 Venice Film
Festival. The movie revolves around
one woman who journeys from Italy
to Czechoslovakia to regain possession of a house that belonged to her
grandparents . The centerpiece of the
movie i .~ a pink house and its occu-

pants, both past and present.
During the discussion on cam- ing her representation of the movie." cial assistant to the vice chancellor of
Paoli was honored with a recep- Academic Affairs. "Greek films ofpus, Paoli expressed an interest in
ten just can't compete with Hollycertain buildings and the stories of tion at the Alumni House following
wood films or those from Western
the people who lived there. She also the discussion. In attendance were
Europe
."
spoke of her first impressions of St. Maria Ottinger, the Italian Vice ConKokkinos
stated that he had "no
Louis , and was very taken in by the sul, and Mr. BeBotto, director of the
budget
by
Hollywood
standards Italian Cultural Institute in Chicago.
architecture in the area.
maybe
200,000
American
dollars."
"I would like to return to St. The Institute paid Paoli's way to the
According
to
Kokkinos,
part
of the
Louis," Paoli said . "Perhaps even do U.S.
have
very
reason
Greek
directors
Another campus organization
a film here."
small
budgets
is
that
independent
proIn response to questions from the served as a supporting sponsor to the
ducers
do
not
exist
in
Greece.
Inaudience, Paoli talked of her prob- fWO Greek directors, Kokkinos and
stead,
about
80
percent
of
a
film's
lems in film-making . She also ex- Voulgaris. The KarakasFarnily Founbudget comes from a Greek organiplained a little about the Italian film dation Alliance for the Advancement
zation that distributes money to all
of
Hellenic
Studies
at
the
Center
for
communi ty.
directors.
Often , there isn ' t enough
"I came because I want to know International Studies works to bring
cash
to
go
around.
modem
Greek
culture
to
the
St.
Louis
how she got started," said Nancy
Another
reason Greek films have
The
Alliance
saw
that
community.
Levy, a senior majoring in Special
problems finding distributors is
the
film
festival
provided
an
opportuEducation and Psychology .
"I was struck by her honesty and nity to acquaint American audiences American movie-goers aversion to
subtitles.
openness in the discussions," said with Greek films.
"It's hard to read and watch the
"Greek
films
don't
get
a
large
Geremie Hoff, senior lecturer in Italmovie at the same time," complained
distribution
outside
of
Greece,"
said
ian and Spanish. She also served as
Paoli's translator throughout the fes- Katherine Cochrane, research assis- on UM-St. Louis film student. As
tival. "Shewas very honest with keep- tantin International Studies and spe- part of an assignment, a movie class

El ection _r--Ugh t '96 brings students t~g~~her
by Sean Stockburger
features associate

Never say to your boyfriend
h, your (father/best friendl
other) does that sooo much bet~r." (Don't say this in any con:xt.)
.

If he doesn't like for you to
'atch America's Most Wanted
r has flashbacks with every e'pi)de of Cops,be suspicious .. Be
ery suspicious.
If he's a computer geek and '
)ends hours and hours a day
laying violent computer games,
lckling with glee every time he
ills a monster with a chain saw,
~y a Clapper. Plug the comlter into it so that every time the
stosterone level in the house is
Ir too high, you can just clap.
he computer will switch off
ght in the middle of a gory
ismemberment. His gleeful
lckles will rum to anguished
:reams, and you can get some
:ace.

photo: Shelley Satke

Students gather to watch election results.

I hope these rules help. Someldy might as well learn from

y ~istakes It to.

I certainly plan

By 7:30 p.m . Tuesday night,
guests were still arriving at the
election-watch party at the Alumni
Center, and the networks had already declared Bill Clinton the win ner of the presidential race. It was
up to the state races to provide the
evening's excitement, but no real
surprises popped up there either.
The Political Science Academy
and the Pierre Laclede Honors College co-sponsored the event. Brian
Reed, a residence assistant at the
honors college and one of the party's
organizers, thought everyone would
have a good time even if they were
not glued to the television set. " We
have a mock voting, so guests can
vote for president, and we ' ll compare it to the actual outcome," Reed
said. "We have food and beverages.
There are a' lot of professors here,
so it gives some of the students a
chance to talk to them."
While Clinton fans celebrated,
those who voted for Bob Dole
groaned about another four years of
gridlock and scandal investigations .
Regardless ofthe outcome, everyone felt relieved that the mudslinging would end_ First-year honors
college students Michelle Klemm
and Susan Bay found themselves
on opposite sides of the fence during the campaign season.

Klemm voted for Dole and is
not looking forward to four more
years of a president who she believes has no character or integrity .
Bay supports Clinton and thinks the
Republican agenda will hann the
country. Although they said the difference in opinion did not really
strain their friendship, both are
happy the negative commercials and
daily campaign updates are over.
Several international exchange
students attended the party and got
their first real look at our elec'tion
process . Belen Martinez , a biology
and chemistry major from Mexico,
said it was a shame that smaller
political parties could not afford to
compete with the Democrat and Republican parties . She found the campai~n season exciting, except for
the negative advertising.
"I liked Governor Carnahan's
commercials, because they were
very positive," Martinez said. "They
showed what he believed, instead
of attacking his opponent."
Partygoers kept an eye on the
television as the networks reported
the statewide results of congressional and senatorial races. Dole
supporters were relieved when it
looked like the Republican party
would keep control of the House
and Senate.
Some thought the networks
might have affected voters' decj~
sions. Many voters in the west knew

Clinton had won the presidency
before they went to vote and, therefore, might have been more inclined to vote Republican in congressional races .
"There are a lot of people who
like the idea of a president of one
party and a congress of another,"
political science professor Lyman
Sargent said. "The system was designed as a check and balance system, and the voters are making
sure it is."
Sargent also thought the attack
on Clinton's character failed to
hurt him because Americans are
cynical about politicians in general. "The corruption in the Reagan
administration was no different
from anything going on today,"
Sargent said. "I think a lot oftimes
people do vote with their pocketbook, and overwhelmingly people
say they are better off than they
were four years ago. Since they do
feel they are better off, why should
they replace somebody just because there are these [character]
issues, when there have been these
issues all along?"
Since it was just for fun , voters
taunted each other with lightheartedjabs. When someone asked
her if she voted for Dole, psychology major Gina Puglisi said, "If
I'm gonna vote for a banana for
president, it better damn well be a
Chiquita."

:-- ~~~~==~~----------------~--~------------~~----~----~~---I

t.

If the two-year-old down the
reet yells "Daddy!" every time
:sees your boyfriend, askques- .
)ns. Ask a lot.
When you call his apartment
Id ask for ' him, and ' he . says
{ou' ve got the wrong number. ..
I wait a minute John is 'rrie ~
n't it?" something is very
rong. Either he is severely
ain-damaged (as in "Mr. Short~nn Memory"), or he has been
;ing aliases. Now would be a
lod time to reconsider pursug a relationship.

had to attend either :'End of an Era"
by Kokkinos or "Acropole" by
Voulgaris.
"I don't usually go to foreign
films," said Holly White, a senior in
Mass Communications, "but I really
liked [End of an Era] ."
"Me, too, although I' ve never seen
a Greek film before." said Bill Wright,
also a senior in Mass Communications.
Music plays an important role in
both films. Kokkinos and Voulgaris
participated in a colloquium at the
music school to explain their use of
music . Voulgaris ' s film "Acropole"
is set in the Athens musical theater in
the 1950' s and uses music to heighten
the drama. Kokkinos' s movie "End
of an Era" takes place in 1969 when
the only American thing not censored was music.
"We're hopeful that we might be
able to do this every year," Cochrane
said.

by Shelley Satke
of Toe·Current staff

"Wakko Warner because-he's intelligent,
conniving and he didn't inhale. Besl~es, he~s
more real than the. o1her candidates. i '

-Brian 1/.."e"ed .

.Junior-Secondary Ed.

Ifyou could have written in any

person (real or fictional) for president,who would it be and why?
"David Lynch because the world would -be
a more surrealistic ·place."

- RiJbin 'Garrels -

- -Sophomore-English.
.!.8alph NadeI because he looks out
tor t!le welfare of the pE!ople.'~

- Terry Knipp
.
.Lead Infam Teacher-Child De:veu)TJ'mp.;n'l
Center '
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International students share a taste of home
by John Jones
of The Current staff

St.u aents taste Russian cuisine.

photo: John Jones

Last Friday evening, the kitchen
at the UM-St. Louis International
House was a bustling hive of activity .
International students from the nations ohhe former Soviet Union were
at work on the finishing touches of
the evening' s meal. They had invited
students and faculty to sample the
regional food of Russia and Ukraine.
The Russian meal is one in a
series of informal dinners sponsored

at the International House by the International Students Organization; a
UM-St. Louis group. The organization helps students from vastly different backgrounds to better understand,each other, along with different
cultures and ethnic groups throughout the world.
Simon Simonian, an Armenian
graduate student of Computer Science, started off the evening with a
little humor.
"You should all speak English. If
you don't, you will be executed," he

PRINO BREAK '9.. .--

remarked.
Kyryl Lyishyk, a Ukrainian Computer Science major, was glad to
explain about the courses, like
golubtsi, a spicy meat wrapped in
steamed cabbage leaves; a vegetable
medley called venegret and kompol,
a sweet drink made from boiled
apples.
Xina Karapetyan, an exchange
student from the Volga Region Academy of Public Service, oversaw the
kitchen and food preparation.
The gathering came about, in part,
through the efforts of the UM-St.
Louis Office ofInternational Student
Services headed by Chris Sullivan .

'The office of International Stu·
dent Services was founded fiV E
months ago." Said Sullivan "It meet~
the special needs ofInternational stu
dents." Sullivan's organization h e lp~
students ease into their lives on cam
pus and in the United States.
Russian food isn ' t the only typl
of cuisine that will be served at thl
international house this semester
Already, German and Japanese dishe,
have been served. After the Russial
dinner, Spanish and French student
will have a chance to show off thei
culinary skills. Ifinterested in attend
ing one of the dinners or an Interna
tional Student OrganiZation meeting
call 561-5291.
Do svidaniya l !

SOUTH PADRE'
FR~M:18

If you have the drive. the Missotll1 Army National Guard has the keys
to your future. You can add a little adventure to your life, serve part-time '
in the Guard willie earTiing great benefits:

PER
PERSON

SUN ON THE RUN

MISSOURI
filiiz -,

1-888-GO-GUARD

$389

FROM

Welcome Party, Beach Bashes,
Meals and much much morel

Joining the Guard doesn't mean putting off college or vocational
school training. The Missouri Guard College Plan could provide over
$23,000 for your education. You can serve in your o:wn community while
attending classes.
Find out how much fun getting to
school can be.

CALL TODAY:

Mexico trip!

Activites!

AZATLAN

PER
PERSON

Parties I
Meals!

Parties!
Mealsl

* Montgomery GI Bill
* PartcTime Job with Great Pay
* State and Federal Tuition Assistance
* Paid Skill Training in the Field of your Choice

9

230-8757

t~!lOU
~CAN

..

•
You should spend yoUI' college yeaI'S w-isely.
Study hard, have [un, and caI'ry an
Associates l1asteI'CaI'd Ca:rd.
®

You can get:

• up to ~/o cash back

• a

3O-~u.te

prepaid. pho%l,e card.

• a credit lhte up to ~4,SOO

1m apply, jllsti call timll frmm 1·ftftft·Sflll·fllf.

I

Associates }rational Bank (DeJa<,J'are:)

I,
~~r-L:1 te::::L1

I-I~::r:p~s.
-

-

- -

~~~~1~~
---

-

S--t:""1.....:Lc1y---

If you are at least 18 years of age and NEVER had genital herpes, you may be eligible to participate in a study evaluating an
investigational vaccine to prevent genital herpes. Individuals cannot get herpes from the vaccine. Study vaccinations, offic(
visits laboratory tests including tests for HIV are providedfree of charge. Volunteers receive up to $200 for participating.
For more information, call the Herpes Research Center of St. Louis at 434-4900.
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Twelfth Night

Rated R
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Set It Off raises questions about social problems
by Nathanael D. Schulte
Jf The Current staff
What ' s a woman todo when she's
Jeen shafted by the sys tem once to
ften ') Rob banks, of course I MultiIy that idea by four women and you
ave Set It Off
In the opening scene, we meet
rankie (Vi vica Fox), the first offour
eroines, working as a hank teller. In
e opening scene, a few of her acuaintances decide to holdup the bank
d in th e process , kill a customer
d a guard.
That evening, Frankie loses her
b because she knew the robbers,
d the police make it clear to her that
e is suspected of collusion. Natu1Iy. Frankie is more than a little

bitter, especially since she now has to
work nights for a cleaning service
with the rest of her friends.
In the next scene, the la.~t three
members of the group appear. Stoney
(Jada Pinkett) will do anything to get
her younger brother into college. Cleo
(Queen Latifah), the crazy one, loves
to party. Tisean (Kimberly Elise), the
shy one. will do anything for her son.
At first only Cleo and Frankie
think robbery might be a good idea.
Circumstances, however, push
Stoney and Tiesan into crime as well.
First. the police mistakenly shoot
Stoney's brother in a crackdown on
one of original bank robbers. Then
Tiesan's son is temporarily remanded
to the custody of the state after he is
almost poisoned. All four join in a

plot to rob one bank and take just
enough to get them out of the hood.
Queen Latifah, who plays the
quintessential hard nosed gang
banger, tough, full of energy and a bit
crazy. She truly brings the role to life.
Set It Off does a superb job of
making society face tough questions.
Is racism still a problem in our country even though we're supposedly in
the "enlightened '90s?"
Is the government to blame for
making certain people feel as if
they're trapped in bad situations? Is
crime ever justifiable? If so, does it
really pay in the end')
Of course, the movie isn't all serious. Intermingled with the heavy
social commentary are plenty of light
moments and even a bit of romance.

ASK

FREDRICO
by Mike Strantz
of The Current staff
GIRLFRIEND SHOVES
BOYFRIEND'S GRANDMOTHER DOWN STAIRS
Dear Fredrico: About a month
ago, my boyfriend called me at
work and asked if! could leave
my job to go to his house and
pickup some of his equipment.
I told him that there was no
way I could leave work in the
middle of the afternoon, He
moaned and groaned for the
longest time, and finally, disgruntled, gave up. I guess he
didn't know what else to do, so
he called his 85-year-old
grandma, and asked her to pick
it up . Being the sweet lady she
is, she agreed to do him this
"little favor."

(clockwise from upper right) Queen Latifah, Vivica Fox, Jada
Pinkett and Kimberly Elise celebrate following a big score in New
Line Cinema's action adventure Set It Off.

welfth Night a must see film for fans of Shakespeare
Nathanael D. Schulte
The Current staff
I'm sure we've all seen movies
ere men dress up as women and
e versa, like To Wang Foo, and
e Associate . Now try the original,
ely the mother of them all, WillShakespeare' s Twe!frh Nig ht.
Twelfth Night begins with a ship
ling on the twelfth night (not just
'ncidentally, to be sure) where a set
twins, Viola (Imugen Stubbs) and
bastian (Stephen Mackintosh), are
ertaining a small audience with a
pe musical comedy number. Sud~\ly, the ship is run agro und by a
~jor s torm.ln the process of bailing
t, both twins get thrown overboard ,
p each sees the other slip beneath

and fail to resurface.
The next morning , approximately
ten survivors of the wreck wash up.on
a distant shore, which happens to be
in the domain of Count Orsino (Toby
Stephens), an enemy of their country .
They soon find themselves on the run
from soldiers.
Among this party of survivors is
Viola, who believes her brother to be
drowned . She, having lost her only
remaining family member, decides
to disguise herself as a young man
with a haircut and a fake mustache
borrowed from her routine and enter
the se rvice of Orsino. With her quick
wit and superb musical ability, she
on becomes the Count's fa orite
Another young woman in the
country has also recently lost her

brother, the lovely Olivia (Helena
Bonham Carter). Olivia happens to
have a fair share of suitors, Orsino
and the awkward Sir Andrew
Aguecheek (Richard E. Grant), a
friend of Olivia's uncle, the quaintly
charming and often drunk Sir Toby
Belch (Mel Smith).
In Olivia'S household are
Malvolio (Nigel Hawthorne), th e
staunch head steward, and Maria
(Imelda Staunton), the head gentlewoman and admirer of S if Toby. The
poor minstrel and town fool , Feste
(Ben Kingsley), joins them.
After a short time in the court of
Orsino, Vi ola (known as Cesario to
everyone else) is sent to the bousehold of Olivia to \ 00 her 10 e on
behalf of the Count. Now the fun

begins; Olivia falls in love with
"Cesario" instead .
Meanwhile, Sebastian has been
found and cared for by Antonio
(Nicholas Farrell), an enemy of
Orsino, for the three months since the
wreck. Sebastian decides to seek his
fortunes with the Count and also happens to meet Olivia, who thinks he is
Cesario. Oli via asks him to marry
her. and he does what any red-blooded
young man would do when approached by a beautiful young
woman ; he accepts.
As a side story , Maria, Feste, Sir
Toby and Sir Andrew forge a letter in
the name of Olivia to Malvolio , convincing him that Olivia is madly in'
love with him and desires tor him to
mak a move on her. He falls for it

and is imprisoned as a lunatic. When
he gets out, he accuses her of toying
with his heart, only to find he has
been played as a fool by the very ones
he once called foolish.
Eventually, Sebastian and Viola
are reunited and everyone discovers
her true identity. In true dramatic
form, though, all works out.
Anyone who isn't already a fan of
Shakespeare, or thinks he's just too
dark and morbid, really needs to see
Twelfth Night. This movie has all the
charm of English culture and some of
the best, most well timed comedy
ever written. The actors are absolutely marvelous, especially Oscar
winner Ben Ki ngsley and Mel Smith
(The Princess Bride) , a longtime British TV and film veteran.

When his grandma went to his
house, she had to go down to
the basement to reach the
equipment. Being 85, she can't
get around very well, and she
ended up falling down the stairs
and breaking her hip! I'm
happy to report that today she
is recovering nicely. But my
boyfriend continues to blame
me for what happened to her.
Do you think he has the right to
blame me for his grandma's
accident?
Who's to Blame?
He absolutely does have a
right. As far as Fredrico is concerned you might just as well
have tossed his poor grandmother down the stairs yourself!

agged on ending sets Ransom audience up for big letdown
Doug Harrison
naging editor

12] minutes- then you'll go home
and forget it ever existed.
Well-cast and dire c ted, Ron
Howard's latest effort stars the eververs~lile Mel Gibson as Tom Mullen,
a charter airline tycoon , the embodiment of the American dream real-

ized; his lovdy wife Kate (Rene
Russo), a respected chemist who opts
out of her teaching career to complement her husband at a millionaire 's
ubligatory social functions; and Gary
Sinise as Jimmy Shaker. The movie
doesn't pretend to be much interested

in developing characters in any real
ps)- chologicalsense; it seems as
though we are to fall in love at once
Say hello to Ransom , the latest
with these two beautiful people who
psychological dramatic, aclive the high life Just the way we
adventure thriller that's sure to
would if only we could afford to .
After the Mullen's son, Sean
(Brawley Nolte), is abducted, the
movie plunges into a mess of elaborate cloak and dagger activities that
Tom Mullen must meticulously follow in order to ensure the safe return
of his son.
'Three blocks west until you see
a off-white park bench. Turn northnorthwest at a 56 degree angle until
the sun is directly behind the Calvin
KEen underwear billboard in Times
Square. Ask the Chinese vendor on
the . . ."
You know the routine.
We seem never to tire of this
staple of contemporary cinema. In
fact, we seem to enjoy Hollywood's
exploitation of the criminal mind as
much or more than its depiction of
the rich people, ironically portrayed
by gorgeous rich actors. Though one
might expect these violent antics to
I Gibson leaps into action when his son is kidnapped in the Touchstone Pictures thriller Ransom. · digress into some scene of gratuitous

• Current Music Reviews •
------------------Alternative

Jackopierce:::inest Hour
A&M Records)

As I listened to Jackopierce 's
lew CD, Finest Holtr, Ikept thinkng, "It's very mellow , almost too
1ellow. Itmakes me thinkofdriv~g through a valley filled with
untlowers on a spring day. It's
1st too relaxing."
I'm really tempted to say their
Dngs are carefree, but that's not
lIe. When I really listened to the
IriCS. I discovered that most of
leir songs are about love, loss
Ild lies . Even though the music
an be very melodious and light,
Ie lyrics are often serious.

The band members have a way of
hamlonizing that reeks of melancholy. The have a unique way of
contrasting light with dark and happiness with depression. The whole
CD is at odds.
The band members are: Jack
O'Neill, vocals and guitar; Cary
Pierce, vocals and guitar; Clay
Pendergrass, bass; and Earl Darling ,
drums. Finest Hallr is the band's second CD on A&M Records . It's a
follow-up to the band's 1994 debut,
Bringing On The Weather, which has
sold 100,000 copies to date ,
Before the band got together,
O'Neill and Pierce were already a
duo. The two met on their first day in
college and hit it off right away.

sex, those lusty-eyed females expecting to catch a glimpse of Gibson in
various states of disrobe will go home
disappointed; Gibson (and the entire
cast, for that matter) surprisingly stay
very clothed.
Ransom's general intensity is
skillfully offset by Miles Roberts
(Ev n Handler), an underling in the
evil villain's infantry of misfits .
His well-timed one liners and
general disaffection with life, criminal or otherwise, were a welcome
opportunity to release with a laugh
the rising tension in my gut.
A somewhat unbelievable, but
nevertheless refreshing plot twist
works its way into the later portions
of the film. Unfortunately, this twist
only sets you up for an even bigger
fall when you discover that, sadly,
Howard chose for his finale an ending that is noticeably tagged on.
Maybe an ending that makes us
feel so good-that reaffirms to us
that, yeah, the good guys do win and
mean people do suck-that so fills us
with a sense of safety and security , is
why next week, we'll forget that Ransom ever existed.

Even though the CD is compulsi vely mellow, itstill has a few songs
worthy of recognition. I liked "SixPage Letter" and "Is it the Sun" be~
cause they have a pop sound that's
very carefree. I also liked "Say That
You Love Me" because the lyrics
remind me of a movie relationship
that's on the rocks but wi1l still turn
out fine.
Over all, I found this CD to be
OK. It's great if you wa'?-t to relax or
if you're a laid back type.
Sometimes the band sounds like
the Gin Blossoms or Toad The Wet
Sprocket, which is great, but ttien
they r01l out the old mellow rug again.
You don't have to take my word for
it. Jackopierce wi1l be in town Thursday at Mississippi Nights. The doors
open at 7:30. Go check them out, and
see if they're your type of group,
(Nola R. Mahone)

see Reviews,
page 6

'I

Dear Fredrico: This is your
Grandpa. I just wanted to let
you know that l' m not wearing
any pants!
Pappy
We know Grandpa. We know.
Dear Fredrico: You're like
the most intelligent, informative butt munch we know, We
are regular readers of your column when we're not watching
music videos, we find you tq
be a pretty cool dude,
Beavis and Butthead

I appreciate that guys. I have

I

the utmost respect for you two
buckaroos too. You are both
very talented actors. But I suggest that it is time for both of
you to move onto bigger and
better things. I'm afraid both
of you may end up being type- ,.
cast as idiots if you don't
progress in your careers,
Dear Fredrico: I have a joke
that I thought you would like.
What did Spock see when he
looked in the toilet of the
U.S,S " Enterprise?
Answer: The Captain's Log!
Ron Reagan

I '

I

i .

Dear Fredrico: I was just sitting here studying, and I can't
figure out the make-up of a
cell. I know you have the protons and the electrons, but I
can't figure out the third element.
Climmie

Oh, I'm glad you asked, that's
an easy one, The three elements are protons, electrons
. and croutons.

Jac~opierce members Earl Darling, Jack O'Neill, Cary Pierce
and Clay Pendergrass will perform at Mississippi Nights
Thursday evening,

Reminder for the day
Fredrico is the world's only
accredited Croakologist. He
got his degree from the University of South Viet Nam's
School of Killing,

'
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The Hoodoo GurusBlue Cave
(Paradise Alley)

The Hoodoo Gurus' fifth
record Blue Cave offers few redeeming qualities. In the '80s,
this Australian band made it big
in the land down under and on
college radio in the States, but,
after listening to their current effort, I came away a bit disappointed and even a little confused.
The music itself hasn't
evolved much from the rock-pop
of the '80s and, despite the bands
attempts to mix their style into
type of brand new "alterna-pop,"
few songs show much musical
depth . The band's songwriter and
vocalist Dave Faulkner does a
reasonably good job at conjuring
up thoughtful lyrics. However,
Faulkner's voice seems limited in
range.
Of theeD' s 14 tracts (one hid-

a

den), two stand out for the
thoughtfulness of their lyrics, The
others fall into a generic -rock
category that doesn't have a lot to
say.
"Big Deal," one of the songs
worth mentioning, rants against
organized religion and the possible existence of God. Dave
Faulkner and Brad Shepherd pour
out their anger at an aloof and
uncaring supreme being and tout
their free will as humans before
Him.
The Gurus sing out about the
ever increasing popularity of
mood altering drugs (like Prozac)
and disregard for their side effects in "Get High!" They make
comparisons between legal and
illegal drug use.
All around , the CD was unimpressive . The Gurus mixed so
many styles of music that it creates a chaos incapable of holding
a listener's interest. Save your
money.

--....;;.---.;..~------------ Bluegrass

Kathy KallickCall Me a Taxi
(Sugar Hill)

Kathy Kallick, the singer/
songwriter/guitarist who cofounded the acclaimed all female
group Good 01 ' Persons in the
'70s; has appeared on at least 20
recordings. On her second solo
effort, Call Me a Taxi, Lewis treats
listeners to eight original num-

Need Job Search Help?
Register now·...

~

YClit WiMR
D. iCi

The Clayton Parks and
Recreation Department is
accepting applications for
Rink Guard') and Cashiers
for the 1996·97 Shaw
Park outdoor ice season.
Late afkmoon, evening
and weekend hours are
avai lable. Some. experi-

ence nece~sary, for more
infomlation call 746-0426
or apply at the Cla;yton

Career Services

Community Center, #2
1v1ark Twain Circle, Clay·
ton, M063105 . .

'.

308 Woods Hall -- 516-5111
P R INC I P L E S of

sou N D

backing vocals.
The first song, one of the
a carnival of voices
best, "Midnight Strikes Too
(Philo)
tells of a night spent in Nev.
City that Paul speht on a roofte
Musicians can spend an entire his friend Cathy. I could just!
career trying to equal the success of sky line as he was describing
a popular first release. Ellis Paul' s
The second song " Paris In
first major-label release, "Stories," finds Paul and a friend drunk i
quickly lead him to the head of the and spirit tramping around tt
singer/songwriter class. Now, just of Lovers and visiting sites I:
two years later, he 's done it again Notre Dame Cathedral, the C
with his "a carnival of voi ces" CD.
Elysee and Eiffel tower nearly
Paul has a stories-in-song style ous to [he fact that all the I
and a knack for being able to intro- cou ld tell they were tourists.
duce his listeners to the people and
I liked every song on the d
places in his life. On thi s latest re- my favorites are the two mer
lease, he takes us out for a few nights above as welt as "The Ball Is C
on the town with some special friends, Down," "A ll My Heroes Wen
and he squeezes in a few songs abou t ies" and "Never Lived At AI:
important social issues.
Paul is among just a han
In addition to Paul , players on a musi cians 1'd loose sleep to
carnival ofvoices include Bill Dillon , He'll be playing at Mississippi
guitar and keyboards ; Jerry Marotta , on Wednesday night, so, d(
drums and backing vocals; Tony surprised if you see me \\
Levin , bass; Duke Levine , guitar; around campus half asleep on
Patty Griffin and Je nnife r Kimball, day.
(Michael J. l.

Ellis Paul-

Alternative

RET IRE 1\\ EN TIN \' EST I 1'\ G

bers, and she puts her special interpretive spin on three others .
Lewis enlists the help of several friend s on the new CD, am ong
them : Todd Phillips playing bas s;
John Reishman playing mandolin; Sally Van Meter playing
dobro and Stuart Duncan playing
fiddle. Additional help on various songs comes from a veritable
who's who of bluegrass and
acoustic musicians.
The first and title track, "Call
Me a Taxi" does a good job of
setting the tone for the remainder
of the album. KaIlick ' s strength
and independence come through
loud and clear in both her vocals
and herlyrics . The spirited fiddle,
banjo and mandolin picking on
this one are just incredible.
The seco nd track, "Thoughts
of Love and Home. " features s uc h
universal themes as love, longing , war and death. Kallick' s vocals bac ked by those of Lynn
Morris and Suzanne Thomas are
nothing sh o r t of breathtaking .
Thin gs hea t up again with the
swingin g "Griddle in the Middle. "
Here Kall ick sings f ond l y about
things and peopl e of the 1950s,
incl uding Ma rtin gu ita rs, Co rvette s, Ji mmy Martin and Jack
K e r ouac. Du ncan s fid dl e and
Morr is' b anj o rea lly give this
number a boo ' to
Like any bluegr a ss a l b um
wo rth its s al t, thi s one fe a ture s a
co upl e gosp e l num be rs "Buryin g
Ground" and "Send M e Y our Address From He a ven."
Whether she ' s perfo rm ing
children's so ngs- s s he d id on
her Use a Nap k.i n No t Your Mo m
CD-or ad ult- o riented m a teria l,
Kathy Kallick is a n incre dib ly
talented so ngwrite r and mu sician .
At just under 40 minutes in length .
her Ca ll M e a Taxi album merits a
listen.
(Mich ael J. Urness)

Ellis Paul
- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Alte

Loc al H -As Good as Dead

The first song, "Mani
tiny , Part I, " sets the tor
whole album. Little more tl
iotr tiuction, this songillus
tarist Scot Lucas' skill. Alt)
band has only two membl
ound s as if he is playing
and regular gu itar.
T he following songs
diverse array of sounds bt
underlying theme. The title
As Good As Dead comme
experience of growing up
tow n. Taken together, the
di fferent parts of the stOl)
town life. The album co
anti-sports j ock song "H
MF" an d a tale of youngti on called "Eddie Vedde.I
As Good As Dead gi VI
true entertainment: good
story-tell ing in one. album
interested in either, che(
C D.
(Jj

(Island Records)

L a al H's new release offers
much more tha n lheir hit singl e
"Bound to the Floor. " The group's
second full-length CD, As Good As
D ead, i a collection rich in melody
and lyrics. In fact, the single, "B ound
to the Floor," is one of the CD' s
weakest songs , which gives some
idea of it, excellence.

QUANTIJM TECHNOWGIES
INCORPORATED

Unsurpassed Expertise

Laser Printer Repair

EVERYONE WILL GIVE YOU
THEIR TWO CENTS WORTH, BUT WILL
THAT BE ENOUGH TO RETIRE ON?

T

oda\' there seems to be an im'estment

variable a nnuity accounts. And we're nonprofit,

expert or financia l ad"isor almost eve ry -

so our expense charges are among the lowest 1n

where you turn. But just how qu a lifi ed are a ll

the in surance and mutual Fund industries! Th a t

these experts?

349-6600
Post Warranty: HP ·Apple·QMS·Brother
Warranty Center: Canon

mean s more ot'your 'm oney is where it s hould

Peace of mind about your Future c omes From

be - \1I.·o rkin g for you.

solid planning. From investment s and services

TIAA-CREF is now the largest pri"ate p ens ion

designed an d managed \\'ith your needs and

system in the world, based on asse ts under man-

retirement sec urity spe c ifi ca lly in mind . The ki nd

agement - managing more than $150 billion in

of invest menrs and sen' ices TL-\,-\·CREF has

assets for more than one anJ " half million p eop le

been providing For more than 7:' years.

throughout the nation.

WE'LL HELP YOU BUILD
A REWARDING RETIREl'IffiNT.

. TIAA-CREF:

THE CHOICE THAT MAKES SENSE.

Our counselors are tnlined retire ment proFessionals who haye only yo u and your future in
mind . S o you're treated as the unique pel'son
y ou. a re , \\.·tth spec ial needs and co ncerns about
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it
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best L·hoice is simple: TIA:\-CR F.E Beca use when
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Men face rain and Lewis in conference tournament
Lewis stops Rivermen in second
round conference match
The Rivermen socce r team
ended its season with a 2-1 loss to
Lewis College in the second round
of the Great Lakes Valley Conference tournament.
The team faced #1 ranked
Lewis and played well yet the
Lewis defense held the Rivermen
in check.
The Lewis goalie save d the only
two shots the team could manage,
both came in the first half.

by Brian Folsom
sports associate
All of you out there who are
reading this are probably real big
sports fans, just like I am . I guess
you could say I am a sports fanatic.
A.lthough I do have my favorites, I
generally enjoy every sport.lcould
,it in front of a television and watch
isporting event for hours, and while
[am watching, it's like everything
~Ise does not even exist. Most of
:he time, my girlfriend will say
;omething to me, and I won't even
1ave heard what she said. I get in a
lot of trouble that way. One of the
'irst things I do when I get up in the
norning is get the newspaper and
'ead the sports page. I will usually
:arry the sports page with me the
.vhole day in my bag, and I will
'ead it every chance I get. Most of
he time, I' ll have statistics, standngs, or game summaries pretty
nuch memorized.
Over the past year, I have dis:overed a brand new method of
'ollowing sports teams and general
:ports stories. I have discovered
he Internet and the World Wide
Neb. I was fliSt introduced to the
nternet about a year ago at UM-St.
.-Ouis.ldidn'tknowtoomuchabout
tthen, but I did enjoy seeingeveryhing you could do with it.
Overthis past summer, my girlfiend got Internet access on her
'amily'scomputer,and that's when
really became addicted. It is just
nbelievable the amount of inforation that is available.
The first thing I did was I
heckedoutaCD-Romgamecalled
e Sports llIustrated Sports Alanac. Actually, it isn't really a
ame, it's an index of several difrent sports. Just like the magane, theAlmanaccontainsdetailed
ories, interviews, and features
.onceming current sports stories.
llere are countless other sports
elated games and information on
~D-Rom. I haven't been able to
heck many of those out, but trust
[le, I will as soon as I get the
hance. In fact, I already have a
lase ball game on CD-Rom on my
2hristmas list, which I hope I get.
Then there is the World Wide
Veb. To me, this is just incredible.
llere are so many sites to visit, that
au could spend days sitting in
ront of the computer and never get
lored. I am at my girlfriend's house
very day, and for at least an hour,
am using the Internet. She keeps
~lIing me I am addicted, and I
robably am, but it really is fun.
I don 'tknow all the sports sites,
ut I have my favorites that I visit
lost often . One particular site,
Ihich I probably visit the most is
\SPN.SPORTSZONE. This is a
lagazine-type site that includes all
le current sports information. You
an choose which sport you wantto
~ad about, and it automatically
oes to that page. Under each sport
; a chat room, where you can go
nd " talk" to other people throughut the entire world about sports. I
nce found a person.who was from
.os Angeles, and we argued for a
)ng time on who was better, the
:ardinals or the Dodgers.
There is also a sports trivia site,
nd the baseball Cardinals even
ave their own home page.
I also enjoy looking at other
ports related sites such as Nike,
~eebok, Addidas. These are simitrto a catalogue ofdi fferent sports'ear and equipment.
I know there is still a lot more
Ites out there that I don't know
bout yet, but as addicted as I am,
m sure I'll find them sooner or
lter.

The Rivermen did squeak in a
goal in the first half. The ball was
shot in and bounced off of a Lewis
defender for an own-net-goal. Scott
Lu czak was credited with the goal.
He finished with 10 goals on the
seaso n.
The loss ended the team's season as it isn't likely that they will
make the NCAA Tournament . The
Ri vermen ended th"e season with a
12-7-2 record.

Northern Kentuckyrain can't stop men
by Ken Dunkin
sports editor
With rain coming down in their
faces and their balls skipping across
water puddles , the men 's soccer
team defeated Northern Kentu cky
to advance to the seco nd round of

Though the shots were few the
Riverrnen capitalized on their best
opportunity.
With 15 minutes remaining in
th e first half Chris Steinmetz shot
the ball at Kentuckys' goal. The
ball flew towards Jason Aft, who
had fallen in front of the goal. Aft

"Mark was outstanding again tonight. I think
everyone is used to him coming through like
this"
-Rivermen defender Dave Briner
on goalie Mark Lynn
the conference tournam ent.
The Rivermen won the game 1O. The obstacles facing the team
were many but they battled throu gh
the game. The game was played
entirely with rain falling.
"It was a tough game, played
under tough condi tion s ," Riverme n
defender Dave Briner said. "
"We had to play smart and we
took it to them," Briner a id.
"We h ad no breakdowns in o ur
defensive third," Briner said. 'That
is largely due to Trent Woodrick.
He played great."
The offensive opportunities
were few for both teams . The Rivermen managed only five shots,
Northern Kentucky had seven shots.
That is due to the wet field that
made the ball sk ip a nd slide across
water puddles .
The defen se led by goalie Mark
Lynn notched their seventh shutout
of the season. Lynn made six saves.
He saved a potentiall y dangerous
shot as he dove to his right grabbing the ball before it crossed the
goal line.
"Mark was outstanding again
tonight," Briner said . "I think everyone is used to him coming
through like this. He has saved us
many times thi s season."
Lynn is the all-time leade r in
shutouts and saves. He will be leaving the team after this season as he
has run out of eligibility.

rose to his knees and headed the
ball into goal , scoring for the ninth
time this season . It was his sixth
game winner of the year.
" I had just fallen," Aft said,
"Some how I just headed it in. It
was easier than it looked."
" Ja so n has a knack of scoring,"
Briner said! "He knows how to put
the ball in the net."
The two teams had played earlier in th e eas on. They battled to a
tie.
" We had tied them earlier this
season," Briner said. They playa
very physical game. We would have
rather played our game but the
weather really wouldn't let us do'
that."
The game was marked by fouls
from Northern Kentucky. They
fouled the Ri vermen 28 times.
UM-St. Louis responded by getting three red cards and fouling 13
times.
The victory improved the teams
record to 12-6-2.
With this victory the team advanced to the second round against
the #1 ranked Lewis.
Lewis was the only team that
had defeated the Rivermen by more
than one goal this season. The Rivermen were looking for revenge .
They wouldn't get it.
They kept the game close but
fell las t Saturday 2-1 . The loss
ended the teams season .

photo: Ken Dunkin

Joshua Eckrich defends a Northern Kentucky player in a match last Wednesday.

Women'-s soccer season ends
with a disappointing loss
by Brian Folsom
sports associate
The 1996 UM-St. Louis
Women's Soccer season came to a
halt Sunday when they lost to
Ashland, unfortunately short of an
NCAA Tournament bid.
The Riverwomen entered the
weekend of Nov. 2 and Nov. 3 with
high hopes, knowing a victory in
both days would give them and
excellent chance of qualifying for
the tournament.
They started off on the right
track as they defeated Wheeling
Jesuit 3-1, on Nov. 2 . The
Riverwomen struck first with a goal
from Beth Ernst.
After Wheeling Jesuit tied the
game, Carrie Marino scored on an
assist from Ernst to give the
Ri verwomen a 2" 1 halftime lead .
Midway through the second half,
Ernst scored again to make it 3-1.
Ernst became just the second
Riverwomen player in history to
score at least.20 goals in a season.
According to head coach Ken
Hudson, this was an impressive victory, but the team was worn out.
"Wheeling Jesuit was a real
good team," he said. "They played

a very physical and dirty game, and
as a result, w e had some players
who were banged up and tired."
In the game against Wheeling
Jesuit, Marino suffered the m os t
serious injury when she dislocated
her elbow after beingklillcked down
and then was steppe d on by an opposing player.
"The whole game was tough ,
but we couldn ' t really use our
depth,'.' Hudson said . "That probably cost us on Sunday because we
weren't rested. "
On Nov. 3 , the Riverwomen 's
hopes of a tournament bid di sappeared in a 1-0 loss to Ashland.
Ashland lost to SlUE the previous
day 6-1.
"We may have taken Ashland a
bit lightly, because they lost the
day before," Hudson said . "But we
did everything right except put our
shots in the goaL"
Hudson noted that the
Riverwomen had plenty of opportunities to score and defeat Ashland,
but they didn ' t capitalize.
"We played tough, but I guess
we just weren't meant to win," he
said.
The Riverwomen concluded the
season with a 16-7 record , tying the

school record se t in 1982.
"That is a big accomplishment.
because when we s tarted 1-4, nobody expected us to turn things
around and playas well as we did,"
Hudson said.
Hudson added that the team
gelled well and did what they had
to do to win.
There were m any individual accomplishments thi s season. Most
noticeably , senior Marcie Scheske
tied the school record for assists in
a career with 28. She is also the alltime leader in games played at UMSt. Louis. She has played in 83
games.
The Ri verwomen ranked 17th
in the final regular season Division
II poll. However, Hudson is already looking forward to next season. UM-St. Louis is los ing only
three seniors: Scheske, Ann Logan
and Lori Lueddecke.
" We will be returning a lot of
experienced players next year," he
said. "It's going to be a lot offun to
watch them play ."
Hudson said he won't forget
this year's team.
"We had a great time, and I
know the players gave it everything they had," he said.

Volleyball sweeps conference rivals, prepare for tourney
by Brian Folsom
sports associate

photo : Ashley Cook

Riverwoman setter Leslie Armstrong hits the ball up for the
teams middle hitter. The team won the six matches they
played last weekend.

The UM-St. Louis women's volleyball team completed its' 1996 home
schedule on a high note as they defeated the Southern Indiana Screaming
Eagles Saturday at Mark Twain Building.
The Riverwomen (25-7 overall, 173 conference), began the weekend with
a dominating victory over Kentucky
Wesleyan in three consecutive matches
Friday, 15-6,15-9 and 15-3. They took
care of the Screaming Eagles in the
same fashion on Saturday, as they won
15-3,15-7 and 15-3.
"1 was very impressed with the way
the team performed this weekend," head
coach Denise Silvester said.
The Riverwomen won without one
of their top players, sophomore Tamyka
Cook, after she was involved in a car
accident and now suffers from a sore
back according to Silvester.
"Tamyka is pretty shaken up," she
said. "We don't know if she win be
back in time for the conference tournament, but for now it's day to day.
In the game against Southern Indiana, the Riverwomen drew first blood,
as they took a quick 5-0 lead. Two
co.nsecutive kills by freshman Susan
Claggett and senior Sheri Grewe helped,
as the team appeared fired up for the

match. The Screaming Eagles appeared during the game for the senior middle
to be flat , but they kicked it in gear after hitter.
a timeout and were able to get to within
Claggett and senior Sarah Zrout
two points at 6-4. However, UM-St. tied for the team lead in kills during the
Louis continued to play steady, and it game with ten each. Zeout also led the
wasaseesaw battle for a while, until the team with 11 digs.
Riverwomen went on a 10-1 run and
According to Silvester, the team
won the match 15-3 .
passed and served real well.
the second match, Southern In"Our offense was very strong todiana came out looking for revenge, day," she said. "We prepared a lot for
and jumped out to an. early 3-0 lead. this team, and we were able to stay
within our game plan."
After the Riverwomen tied the score,
Southern Indiana grabbed the lead
Silvester said that junior Laura Gray
again, and the match became an intense had an impressive game on offense.
back-and-forth contest. Both teams
"Laura had some good digs, and
played strong defensively and were she really ran the offense well ," she
aggressive. However, tl1eRiverwomen . said.
proved to be too strong for their oppoSilvester added that Claggett,
nent, as they pulled away and cruised to Grewe, and freshman Anne McCord
a 15-7 victory, with the final point also played well offensively, as did
coming on an impressi ve block by fresh- senior Debbie Boedefeld.
man Nicole Wall.
"Debbie did a nice job at the net,
In the third match, it was evident and did a great job hitting and block- , II
that the Riverwomen were relaxed and ing ," Silvester said.
confident. They started off on the right
Boedefeld had a .333 hitting pernote with a 2-0 lead. Southern Indiana centage for the game.
was not about to give up, as they reThe Ri verwomen now get set to
bounded and took a 7-3 lead.
play in the GL VC tournament in Fort
The Riverwomen tied the game 7- Wayne, Ind., which starts on Thursday.
7, and after a timeout, they kept their The most likely opponents, according •
surge of momentum as they went on an to Silvester, will be either SlUE or
8-1 run and took the match IS-8 . Grewe Lewis University.
put the capper on a fme team perfor"This team is peaking at the right
mance with ~ devastating kill to end the time, so we will be ready," Silvester
final match. It was one of nine kills said.
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Hocl<ey splits b,attle with Kentucky
If you're looking for an exceptional opportunity,
there's no place like

CITICORP MORTGAGE'S FLEXIBLE
WORK OPTIONS PROGRAM

FlNATI;Y, A PCEITION
DESIGNED FOR A
COLLEGE STUDENT

by Eric Thomas
of The Current staff
Kentucky
Rivermen

0 1
1

-2
--3

The UM-St. Louis Rivermen
Ice Hockey Team faced a bitter
Division I rival in the University of
Kentucky Cats Nov. 1 and 2.
"They beat us twice last year"
team president Ian Mackie said.
"This time they're on our ice in
front of our crowd."
Freshman Dave Hessell scored
at 11 :30 in the first. HesseIl, from
behin'd Kentucky's net, tried to hit
Casey Gertken In his centering
effort, the puck nailed the goalie's
leg and slid in.
.
"It wasn't a beauty, but it got us
on the board first," Hessell said.
Despite the end to end action
and bone-crushing hits, most notably by Brian Diel, Dave Hessel!

.A fter winning the next face-off
was the only skater to score in the
and allowing the clock to run out,
first period.
Kentucky tied the match mid- the Rivermen completed a great
way through the second, but Scott upset.
"That game winning goal was
Bokal put the Rivermen minutes
later, assisted on the play by bitchin," Bokal said. "We skated in
on just one of they're guys , and the
Herweck and Die!.
Kentucky would later tie the '
game later in the second. This goal
"We cou/dbe down
was the turning point in the game.
In the third, Brian Shoffner gave by 15, but our guys
the Rivermen the lead one minute
didn't cower in the
into the period.
He was assisted by Mike Oliva corner."
and Craig Herweck. But Kentucky
-Riverman Marion
came back to tie. Again there were
late hits and skirmishes between
Gevers
whistles, an attempt by Kentucky to
throw the Rivermen off their game. whole time 1'm yellin' 'Don ' t pass!
It seemed certain overtime was in Don ' t pass!' Thank God he didn 'I."
the future.
"We snuck out with one, " head
But with :31 seconds left in regu- coach Wayne Gholson said. " Kenlation, on a two-an-one breakaway tucky came out strong and we held
with Scott Bokal, Shoffner buried our ice ."
the game winner.

At Citicorp Mortgage, Inc. (CMIl we know how difficult it is to find a position
that will fit in witn your school schedule. One that not onl'y gives YOLI the
money you need, but also offers the experience you want, with a company
name you'll be proud to have on your resume.

THE RICHT HOURS

The Flexible WOO: Options Prog",m offers you a school year sdledule of approximatelY.20 to 40 ~r.;
per week - with shifts that could be morning. afternoon, evenmg and weekends depending on bUSiness
needs.
.

THE RIGHT POSITION

Just what will you be doing for CMI? Right fmm the start, we'll train you - with pay - to become
a CitiFlex Representative, assisting us fmm loan application through loan servicing including
customer service. You may have to pass a pmficiency exam at the emf of training.

THE RIGHT REWARDS

Meanwhile, you will be working amund your school schedule, eaming highly competitive wages,
and gaining va.luable job skills.

We learned al~ion trom me Three little Pigt
We built your future Home of brick!
Thi~ mean~ Quieter, warmer, larger apartment'
MANHASSETT VILLAGE

THE RIGHT PLACE

Best of all, you'll be gaining exceptional experience and making important contacts at CMI,
contacts that will be invaluable when you graduate.

THE RIGHT QUALIFICATIONS

All it takes to join the CMI team is the tlexibil ity to work at least 20 to 40 hours per week.
You must also be available for PART-TIME PArD TRAINING that will begin in December or
January. We also offer an attractive incentive for bilingual fluency.

THE RIGHT DECISION

To gain all the advantages of CMl's Flexible Work Options Program, please call our 24-hour
Job Hotline at (314) 256-4000 or maMa>: cover letter and resume to: CI~corp Mortgage, Inc.,
15851 Clayton Road, Mail Station : 398, Dept CS. Ballwin, MO 63011. Call 1-800-735-2906
(TOO), I-BOO-735-2466(Voice) 314-256-4200 (Fax]. No direct calls or agencies please.

CITICORP.
""'M!S

An Equal Opportuni~' Employer M!f!Dl\( CMf

the right to aile< the program as needed.

MANAGED BY DRAPER AND KRAMER,
*1&2 BEDROOM APTS
*APPlIANCES INCLUDED
*STUDENT DISCOUNTS
*24 HOUR EMER. MAINTENANCE
*FREE HEAT/WATER
*LAUNDRY ROOMS
*FREE FAX & COPY SERVICES
*TENNIS COURTS
*CENTRAL LOCATION
*FREE RENT-CALL FOR DETAILS
'!WALL TO WAll CARPETI NG
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:

----

(314)961-6006

Kentucky
Riv ermen

2 3 3 - 8

1 2 2 -5

In the second game the next day
Kentucky scored five goals in the
first two periods.
Butthings weren ' t all bad. Bokal
scored on a feed from Horn.
Herweck scored to put the Rivermen within two goals and send- .
ing them to the locker room with
hope .
"We've seen some good hock ey
out of our players," Marion Gevers
said. "We could be down by 15, but
our guys didn't cower in the corner.
Ian has stood on his head for us
again, but the penalties are just killing us ."
The shots , after two peri ods of
hockey , favored Kentucky 31-25 .
Less than half-way through the third
Herweck netted a short-handed goal. .
Penalties haunted the Ri vermen.
Shoffner was called for roughing
(he punched a Kentucky defender
in the head), and joined Bokal in the
box, thus a five-an-three.
"They came here this weekend
with a 6-0 record " Bokal said.
"We split the series. Tonight'
loss is a bitter pill to swallow."

TheCrentl '
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'ComeJolnThe
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HELP WANTED
***FREE TRIPS & CASH! ***
nd out how hundreds of student repsentatives are already earning FREE
RIPS and LOTS OF CASH with
merica's #1 Spring Break company !
~ll only 15 uips and travel free!
mcun, Bahamas, Mazatlan , Jamaica
Florida! CAMPUS MANAGER
)SmONS ALSO AV AIlABLE.
ill now ! TAKE A BREAK STUENT TRAVEL (800) 95-BREAK!

Bowling Center-Brunswick
Lakeside Lanes
Hiring full time & part time njghts
& weekends
*Food service "'Pinsetter Tech
~Nursery DayslWeekends
Call Don or Estelle at 225-2400.
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Write your own check
We offer hourly plus commision ,
dail y, weekly, and monthly bonus incentives, paid vac and holidays wi
medical and dental insurance available. You offer a pleasant phone voice,
good comm. sblls and a willingness to
learn , call Eric 878-0808.
If you want results-advertise your
business product, or idea on the
Internet> Find out how to reach rmllions on the superhighway, for FREE
detail s call 1-800-440-6409 or EMAll...: imax 2@ldd.net
In side Computer Sales, must be selfstarting, base plus comrmssion. Experience not necessary. Must be computer literate. Will work around school
schedule. Contact Chri s or John at 9935528 .

MVP Cellular is looking for full and
part-time sales people. No experience
necessary. Call fuchard at 837-7776;f
interested.

FdRSALE/RENT

Lost
Eleven portraits of Peru vi an artwork of
contemporary/traditional sculptures
were removed from outside of Gallery
210 (second floor Lucas Hall. These
items would like to be returned. No
questions asked . Personal value attached to portraits. Items may be returned to the Evening College (Lucas
Hall third floor) or the Foreign Language DepL (Clark Hall filth floor). If
you have any irtformation concerning
the artwork, please contact Susana
Walter at 516-6861.
Saturday, Nov. 23, Sigma Pi and U.S.
Marine Corps Annual Toys for Tots
Party benefitting charity. Bring a toy
for admission. For more info, call 4260078 .

Free for students!

It's time to start planning for Hunger
Awareness Week '97. Meet in Room
266 in the University Center Tuesday
Nov. 12at 1:30p.m.ifyouwanttohelp.
Any questions or comments call Betty
Chitwood at 383-3455,
Studio apartment for sublet at University Meadows. If you're looking for
somewhere to stay next semester this
would be the perfect place! Fun, safe,
and close to school. Cheaper then signing a new lease! $530/month (utilities
included). Roommate possible. Interested? Call 516-7764.
Computer
Computer for sale-new 586-133 Mhz8MB ofRAM-6xmulti-media. 1.2 gig
HD-KB mouse-Windows 95. Great
back-to-school system. Call Chris
Patrick at 993-5528. $699.

For Sale
1984 Olds Toronado, 158,000 miles,
$2,400, call 516-5874.
For Sale
Bunk beds $100, bookcase $75, white
chest of drawers $75, child 's desk$50,
National Geographic collection 19661988. Call Lois or John. 432-2388
Your ad isn't here. Where is it? Come
on people, get with the program. Find
a lover, sell a cormc, hire a new employee, or fInd an employer. Advertise
your student organization. Write and
post a classified today . Any questions,
call Lisa at 516-5175.
1991 Dodge Daytona ES with power
windows, locks, seats, etc. sun roof and
CD player. $7500. Call Becky at 6059596 and leave message.

Buying? Selling? Renting?
The Current Classifieds has it all and they're free for students! Call
Lisa at 516-5175 to lace an ad toda !!!

For Sale
'90MustangConvertible. Red, 5speed.
78,000 miles . $6,500. If interested call
Jenny at 867-6847 .
My name is Bob.l helped Buffie crawl
around on the floor looking for her
contact lens. After looking so hard, I
developed dry eye, lost a contact, and
also needed to call The Contact Lens
Clinic at 516-5131.

MISC.
M.A.C.C.S. Cortference (Mo. Association of Catholic Campus Students)
will have their annual conference Nov.
15-17. This year Catholic students
from all over the state of Mo. will
gather in Perryville (1.5 hrs. south of
lnvf-St. Louis.) Our own Dennis
Chitwood is this year's keynote
speaker. For more information OrlO get
an application call 385-3455.

BUSINESS MAJORS:
FALL AND SPRING GRADUATES!!
Paris
Frankfurt
Madrid
Vienna
Athens

$239
$235
$265
$299
$335

FNIES 10IE u.cH WA'I RC»oI St lcus lASED c:t< A JO..MJ1lII' f'\..R'JoI.I&. FNe
to Jrr£lC Nl.I..a' ftOOV,l t.t..m CJI: PFCs lOUI.,N;; IffiIrBf $].$45. C69&
tG CN CfSttWOI c.. C6'II'-TUIE G-\oItIG[S HI) DFIECl\1 ro FCJIII9:i,H a:::MJI!I+
~_ flrfES HE. 9..Ui:T ro OWG 'Nn0Ji IOJ:I.

[imiifijll Travel ______
National Reservation Center

1-800-2-COUNCIL
(1-800-226-8624)
Itftp://www.ciee.m-gltrcmeLhtm

EUROPASS FROM $210
EURAILPASSES

AVAILABLE BY PHONE!

Birtllright M~",,,",,,>,,
• "'RES TEST, with imm.!diatc results detects
pregnancy to d ay s after it beg-ius.

· PHOFE,sSlONAL COUNSELING
• II\11\1EDT ATE prRclical :\.'lSlslance
• ALL scryices FREE and c onfidential
:Help Is Nearby
Brentwood . . . . . 962-5300
1S .. II .. in
. . .. 227-2266
8ridC; .. lon
. 22,-.775

d.. . ..

51. Ch ..
South City _
Midtown

(AFTER. HOURS: ' - 800-1'50-45100)

We Care.

724-120u
.962 - 3653
_ 9-'l1i - 4900

It's that time of year to begin considering where you want to establish your
career after college. Commerce Bank of
St. Louis is accepting applications for
the Spring/Summer 1997 Management
Trainee Pro gam. This is an ideal career
opportunity for those graduates who
are looking to establish themselves in
the financial insustry. Contact your
campus Career Placement Office for
further information. Be ahead of the
rest, look into it today!!
.,..~

(==) Commerce Bank NA
~,.,.

Member FDIC

You've got a lot to grin about when you use AT&T or an
AT&T Universal MasterCard®. like an AT&T True Rewards®
Member Benefit Card. Just flash it and:
• Sam Goody/Music1and gives you a 15% discount
on CDs and cassettes,
• "TCBY"® 'fieats gives you a freebie after you buy two.
• BLOCKBUSTER VIDEO® makes your third movie free
when you rent two~

• Amtrak lets your companion travel for 25% off
But True Rewards is just one part of our special
college package. Here are some more:

To sign up for the AT&T True Rewards®Program, call

1 800 654-0471

-•

AT&T
Your True Choice
http://www.att.com!college
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Fees, from page 1
crease would help allow student organizations obtain computers.
''We are expecting a heavier burden on student services fees next
year," Fritchey said.
Fritchey will present the student
service fee along with the student
acitivity fee, which he says win increase at or slightly above the rate of

November 11, 1!J

Gangs, from page 1
inflation, to MacLean next week.
Karl Beeler, associate vice chancellor of Student Affairs, recommended that the health service fee
increase from $6 to $7.50.
The rise in fees will result in
students paying an additional
$14.46 in fees for the faJl 97 semester.

!,;A ~l!.e Current
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Mandatory budget request terfrom 7p;m, to 8 p.m an Nov. 14 . .
· workShops for studeritorganiza- CaJ.l516-5747 for more details.
tions. To request funds from the
Student Activity Budget/ServiCe
Ornament decorating for holi- .
Fees CoIlUIiittee for the 1997-98 day fest. The University continues
· fiscal. year, organizations must ha ve preparation for its Holiday Fest by
a representative attend one of the . de'coratinga Christmas tree with
following budget preparation 'train- ornaments designed by on-camp_us .
ing sessions: Nov. 18 at1 0:00 a.m., residents ... Residents can attend an .
, Nov. 19 at 2:30 p.m., Nov. 20 at ornament decorating e.vent on Nov,
· 5.:00 lj':m., NOY, 21 at 12:30 p.m., 8at8 p.m. in the South Campus
· .andNov. 22at8:00a.m. Those two- Residence Hall. For·moreinfonna- .
· hour longsessions have limited seat- tion., .contact Schanda Tierney at
ing, Sign' in R60m267 Univer- . 516-8618,
,sity C~nreras soon as possible,OrThe Litmag penormance se' ganizationsthat attended .the Stu'dentActivities Workshop in Octo- ries. Litmag is sponsoring a readher need not attend th~se budget ing.at./,3orders BookStore and Cafe
workshops. Call Karen Kirkwood at 10990 Sunset Hills Plaza. The
.at 516-5291 for more infOrmation. event will be, Nov, 19 from 7:00
p:m. to 9:30 p.m and is free to the
Self-care ' fair, University public. FOI more details •.contact .
Health Services, along with students Rachel McCalla .at 725-4684.
i ~ theNursing 340 da~s , is sponsoringaself-carefaironNov, 13and14
African-American alumni
from 10:00 a,m. to 7:30 p.m. The celebrate lO~h anniversary. Tile
event will take place in the Univer- African-American ohapter of the '
· sity Center lobby and the ~vening Alumni' Association honored 10
College lobby, There will be health people and 2 organizations for
· inforniation, cholesterol and blood . their contributions to the success
· pressure screenings , as well as ven- of African American students and
dors from around the area, For more gradUates during its 10th annual
information, contact Debbie Carey scholarship dinner. Thos.ehonored
at'516-567L
included: Eric Banks, attorney;
Anath Boone, chapter' president .
Distinguished speaker series. emeritus; Scott Decker, chair of
The School of Business Adminis- the criminology department; Antration Alumni Chapter and Price thony Foreman. student; Barbara
Waterhouse LLP are sponsoring a Holt, director of the Bridge prolecture by John Jacob of Anheuser- gram; Marjorie McFarland, volBusch titled "Re-thinking the Ba- unteer; and Michael Kennedy , arsics," The event will be in the Sum- chitect and designer of the Commit Lounge of the. University Cen- puter Center Building.

up

sales occurred than drug use. Marijuana and alcohol were used almost
exclusively. In some gangs, using
anything other than marijuana and
alcohol would get you kicked out of
the gang, Decker said. Many gangs
did not want to be associated with
hard core drug users, because it resulted in bad business.
According to Decker, "drug sales
were quite large and members sold
primarily as individuals not as a gang,
I think one of the myths that persists
about gangs is that they are well organized and they control activities .
Those who sold drugs, committed
robberies or stole cars were doing it
primarily for themselves, not for the
gang. Nobody reported that they
would tum the money into the gang."
Another interesting fact that
emerged from this research was the
diversity in the families of gang members. According to Decker, as many
as one third of the families had two
parents, Many were working class if
not middle class. Most of the gang
members lived with their parents.
Some members had older non-gang
siblings, but the majority had an older
sibling who was involved in the gang:
"The most striking similarity was
the real caring relationship between
parents and members . Children felt
strongly about their families, especially their mothe'rs," Decker said ,
Decker and Van Winkle hope that
their project will give a clearer understanding of gangs and let them see
how agangmembers'lifehas normal .
features to it. The book, "Life in the
Gang: Family, Friends, and Violence"
is available in the University Bookstore and at Library Limited for
$18.95.
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Hey you.

It's Not Rocket Science. Just Show Up.
ToWashington

$9.00* ·To Kansas City $19.5

Daily Departures from the Amtrak® Station at 550 S. 16th Street

Get the word out.

Fare includes Student discount

Send a brief description
of the event along with
time,location and contact
person(s) to The Current
and we'll place it in the
Newswire.
E-mail:
current@jinx.urns!.edu
Phone: 516-5174,

AMTRAK
Call you r travel agent or call

1-800-USA-RAI L
• Fare shown is per person, each way based on round trip ticket pu rchase and is not good on certain blackout dates.
Fares and schedule subject to change without no Uce. Other restrictions may apply.

UMSL student s,
facult y, and stat
.
receive 2 0 % OFF al
regular fees for ey
exams and eye wear~
including glasses:
contact lenses anc
solutions. Now th roug~
December 15, 199E
get an additiona
3 0 % OFF (50% total '
the professional fitting fee~
for contact lenS8!
I
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The University of Missouri-St. Louis Center has an

N o matter what your

experienced staff of eye care professionals ready to give you

20% off all regular products and services and get an additional

the best care available. Right now, we are offering these com-

30% off (50% total savings) your professional fitting fees for

prehensive services to you at an exceptional value with even

contact lenses when you present this ad.

eye care needs, see us now and get

bigger savings on contact lenses.
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Our comprehensive contact lens services provide the initial
examination and evaluation, contact lens fitting, follow up visits

University of Missouri St. Louis
Center For Eye Care

Tnis aa was made posslole by an

and replacement lenses. With our state-of-the-art diagnostic

800l Natural Bridge Road

equi:pment, we pride ourselves on our ability to fit patients

St. Louis, Missouri 63121

successfu "y.

SOFT CONTACT LENSES

(314) 516-5131

educational Qrant prOVided Dy

elBA Vlsiori'. manufacturers of
FocuS'" and New Vu eS'" SOfi

cantlet lenses. and (ens ca re
products sucHas AOSfPT", PURE
EYES'" and aUfckCA R~
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